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ABSTRACT: 

In health care services, blood donation is a complex process and consumes time to find some donor who has the compatibility of blood group with the patient.  

We developed android based blood donation application as blood bank solutions to establish a connection between the requester and donor at anytime and anywhere. 

The goal of this application is to give the data about the mentioned blood and number of accessible contributors around those regions. The motivation behind this 

study was to foster a blood the executives data framework to aid the administration of blood donor straight forwardness/or control the dispersion of blood in different 

pieces of the nation basing on the emergency clinic requests. Without speedy and ideal admittance to contributor records, thinking up market methodologies for 

blood gift, campaigning and refinement of blood givers turns out to be extremely challenging. The blood the executive’s data framework offers functionalities to 

speedy admittance to benefactor records gathered from different parts of the country Blood Bank Application for Donors. 
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Introduction:  

In the present fast creating logical world innovation has become a significant part of life. The present age is more relied upon trend setting innovation 

than some other perspective. Today, a large portion of the individuals utilize advance advances in their day by day life like Internet, Smartphone. 

The improvement of a Blood Donation System relies upon android-based application. Current information applications principally center around the 

revelation, creation, protection, sharing and direct utilization of data. These days, a major piece of individuals depend on accessible substance in internet-

based life in their choices. In these applications there will modules for giver, Receiver, and blood donation center. Benefactor and collector needs to enroll 

himself to utilize this improved framework. For Receiver, no compelling reason to bring in each blood donation center to check the blood accessibility. 

The framework tracks the area of the good benefactors by utilizing GPS administrations at the contributor portable. 

This application auspicious updates the data in regards to the contributors where the head gets to the entire data about blood donation center administration 

framework. Benefactor will be incited to enter a person's subtleties, similar to name, telephone number, and blood gathering. In the earnest time of a 

blood prerequisite, one can rapidly check for blood donation centers or clinics coordinating a specific or related blood gathering and connect with them 

through the App. Blood donation center App gives rundown of blood donation centers in your general vicinity. An enormous number of blood benefactors 

are pulled in utilizing an Android application. Since nearly everybody conveys a cell phone with him, it guarantees moment area following and 

correspondence. 

2. SYSTEM ANALYSIS: 

EXISTING SYSTEM:  

In existing Blood Bank Android Project framework, in the event that somebody needs the blood, at that point either the individual need to go to the blood 

donation center close by person or get from the medical clinic however in the event that, if both the spots could not give the blood of the necessary 

gathering than discovering blood of that gathering may be an intense undertaking at the necessary time. In existing Blood Bank Android Project 

framework, more time waste and can’t get the blood at the correct time still the problem is occurring 

PROPOSED SYSTEM:  

Blood Bank Android Project framework will enable problem of existing &it access the blood given by the users near to their place, in a short time. The 

subtleties will incorporate the name of the giver, his/her blood gathering, contact number and address. This robotized Blood Bank Android Project will 
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decrease the progress of existence, it endeavors finding the right decisions for the promoter on penniless inheritor and subsequently the vast majority of 

event inspire the individual to surplus their lives moreover 

3. DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

HARDWARE REQUIREMENT: 

Processor Type:    I5 3rd gen processor. 

Processor Speed:   2.6GHZ  

RAM:    8 GB 

Hard Disk:    500 GB  

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT: 

Front end:  Android:2021.2.1, Java 

Back end: FireBase 

Operating system : Windows 11. 

4. MODULE DESCRIPTION: 

BLOOD DONOR, RECIPIENT LOGIN:  

In donor and recipient login used for maintain user details, track the information about their donation details. Recipient login used for search the blood 

for who need. 

In hospital and camp modules are used to find near blood donation and check the availability of blood near blood bank or hospitals.  

Camp module used for share the camp details near the area to share the people who are interested in donate blood for good cause.   

BLOOD DONOR REGISTRATION: 

This phase used for register user details who are interested to donate the blood. It includes their personal information, contact details, and their blood type 

and their login mail id, and password. 

BLOOD DONATION: 

Blood donation module includes types of the blood and donor blood details are described in this phase.  

ADMIN PROCESSES:  

The admin can maintain all the databases of the donor and recipient details, and update the camp and blood needs near the donor when emergency. Notify 

the blood transfusion by send messages through text or mail.   

DONATION DETAILS: 

This phase describes about the donation details of the donor. It also tracks about the donor donation details like when and where donor donate the blood. 

CAMP DETAILS:  

It includes the blood donation camp near the donor. It contains the when where and who conduct the camp, and contact details of the organizers.   

5. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
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Fig: System architecture 

DATA FLOW DIAGRAM: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION:   

The Blood Bank Android App is a project that makes it easy for individual to see data about enlisted blood benefactors, similar to their name, address, 

and other individual data. They can likewise see their blood bunch and other clinical data. 

A Blood Bank App is an android application to gather or give blood without any problem. Clients who have an android telephone and dynamic web 

association can contact and begin looking for a contributor effectively through this application. The reason for this application is to assist with peopling 

having a place with country regions.  

The authorized user will look for several blood donors in his or her area or in other particular area, and then message, and call them. This model is made 

user friendly so anybody can download and maintain his/her account. It also useful to update the donation date and how many times user donate blood. 

This app notify the blood donation camp details to user donate blood, notify the users who are available near the location who need blood transfusion. 

7. Future Enhancement:  

In Future work, this application to develop a cross platforms like IOS, etc. In adding the more features of blood management system to develop access 

with user’s flexibility.Directly notify the users when related post for blood donation on any social media platforms .To confine the use of all documents 

by the clients in view of their honors on the framework..  Automatically remove the users who not active in more than a year to avoid the problems occurs 

when someone needs blood transfusion. 
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